
Grade 10 – Exam 2  ( Unit 7+8+9+10+11+12) 

   Pollution is the introduction of harmful materials into the environment. These polluting materials can 

be natural, such as volcanic ash. They can also be created by human activity, such as trash or waste 

produced by factories. Pollutants damage the quality of air, water, and land. Sometimes, air pollution is 

visible. A person can see dark smoke pour from the exhaust pipes of large trucks or factories, for example. 

However, air pollution is invisible. Polluted air can be dangerous, even if the pollutants are invisible. It 

can make people’s eyes burn and make them have difficulty breathing. It can also increase the risk of lung 

cancer. Some polluted water looks muddy, smells bad, and has garbage floating in it. Some polluted water 

looks clean, but is filled with harmful chemicals you can’t see or smell. Polluted water is unsafe for 

drinking and swimming. Some people who drink polluted water are exposed to hazardous chemicals that 

may make them sick years later. 

1- The materials which cause pollution are harmless.   T / F 

2- Pollution decrease the risk of lung cancer.     T / F 

3- Pollution damages the :     a. air       b. water       c, land       d. both a,b and c 

4- Pollution is caused by :     a. the nature      b. human activities      c. either a or b       d. neither a nor b 

5- chemicals which pollute water are usually :    a. visible      b. can be seen      c. can't be seen      d. good 

6- For many years, elephants  ...... for their tusks. 
a. hunted                b were hunted  
 c. have hunted     d.  have been hunted 
7- For many years, People .. elephant for their tusks. 

a. hunted               b were hunted   
c. have hunted     d.  have been hunted 

8- In the forests, mango are eaten .......monkeys. 
a. from       b. in        c. with        d. by 
9- Bats and whales are considered ........ 

a. birds      b. fish       c. mammals       d. shells 
10- You ....... weight, if you eat too much. 
a. gain    b. would gain   c. won't gain    d. gained 
11- You should stay here ......... I come back. 
a. if       b. until       c. when      d. before 
12- I was tired, because my work is ............  
a. relaxed   b. relaxing    c. exhausted    d. exhausting  

13- Mary’s father died …………. the age of 81. 

a. on        b. at        c. in          d. until 
14- Extremely important and necessary : ....... 
a. essential    b. zones   c. evergreen   d. thriving 
15-  I'll drive him there ........ he needs. 
a. while       b. when      c. before      d. until 
16- East and west your home's .........  . 
a. good         b. better       c. best        d. worst  
17-Every morning my father drives between 
home ... his work.   a. to     b. from   c. at    d. and 
18- At my new job I felt as a fish out of the 
water, everything was ....... 
a. good      b. perfect       c. terrible      d. strange  

19- Why ........ all of the footballers nervous? 
a. do     b. have        c. will       d. are 
 20 -  Zein ... the lesson because he had revised well. 
a. understands            b. understood   
c. understanding        d. will understand    

21- The government ....... the dam yet. 
a. doesn't finish   b. didn't finish  c. hasn't finished d. finished 

22- Damascus is called the City of ...........  . 
a. Tulip      b. Rose       c. Lotus      d. Jasmine 

********************************************** 

23- Adam : ..................................................... ? 

 Batool: herbivores eat herbs and grass. 

24- Adam : ..................................................... ? 

Batool : Mammals feed their young with milk. 

25- Adam : ...................................................... ? 
Batool: No. reptiles are cold blooded animals. 
26- Adam : ..................................................... ? 
Batool: We will make reserves to save rare spices. 

*************************************** 

27- We have to finish our project fastly. 
28-  The film which I watched was excited. 
29- Some birds are using their legs to catch fish. 
30- I have a few information about this issue. 
*************************************** 

Write about the most common plants in your 

area, giving details about their features and 

uses. 


